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Presidents Report
Grant
Well I don’t know what the official figures say,
but my home weather station says that Julys
been wet to the tune of 240mm of rain, that’s
more than double what we had last year for July.
Despite the big wet, the field has remained pretty
much dry underfoot with a good surface to fly
from. Last weekend I managed an afternoon’s
flying and the field was looking really good. I
had planned to get my Silver Tiger Moth assembled & flying for the
Warbirds day, but that didn’t quite go to plan. Thus I dragged it out for a
fly a week later and it went well after not seeing wind under the wings
for at least a couple of years!! Most pleasing!

Grant’s Tiger Moth about to get
some air time

So what about the clubs flying activity. Julys themed club flying day
was centred around Warbirds and a BBQ lunch. A good turnout saw
extra sausages purchased with all but two of them consumed by a bunch
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of hungry pilots. A good number of warbird and warbird like aircraft
were flown with Gordons big Sopwith Pup taking centre stage. A good
days flying was had by all with the weather playing the game for a
change.

Upcoming in August we have two club flying events. The first is a float
plane day at Lake D this coming Sunday 7th with the usual kickoff
around 9am through to mid/late afternoon. The second will be a fun fly
day at the club field on Sunday 14th. We plan to run a couple of fun
events along the lines of a “touch and go” spot landing plus timed flights
where you have to guess the time of your flight etc. etc. Simple tasks
that anyone can have a go at with pretty much any aircraft. Kickoff for
the flying tasks will be mid-morning around 11am, so make sure you
leave the day free to come out and have some fun and maybe win a
chocolate fish for your efforts!
July’s Club night was a night to show off our latest projects. The
membership turnout was a little light and thus there weren’t too many
models to drool over! However, Stan brought along part of his Spitfire
project to show the work he’s going through detailing the model with
rivets etc. Gordon brought along his just finished mid sized Big Little
Stik and Alan brought along his latest Cessna Caravan ARF build.
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Lyndon brought along his all glass large Reno Racing Mustang project
which will eventually fly with a 100cc inline twin ZDZ gas engine. This
should be a lively aircraft when it’s finished.
August’s club night will show case the “Kmart” Foamy Glider
conversion from a chucky glider to R/C power. This latest craze was
started by members of the Hawkes Bay Club and has picked up some
momentum here in Hamilton with a handful of members embarking on
their own attempts to convert the foam model. At $12 for the airframe
it’s about as cheap as they come.

Blame the Hawkes Bay I say….

Gordon will give a run down on what he did to get his flying (see the
photo). Once we get enough aircraft flying we will embark on a couple
of club activities based around them eg Pylon racing etc. As for the rest
of the night, this will be a “foamy show and tell” night where we would
like you to bring along as many foamy’s as we can muster (Dennis
Raynel...that means you too
) I know I have at least three or four of
my own foamy’s and I’m sure pretty much everyone else has at least one
in the workshop, and yes even a Radian counts. So go dust off those
Foamy’s and bring them along for a night of Electrifying discussion!!
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Now a serious comment regarding the field and looking after it as if it
was your own property. A couple of weeks ago a club member arrived
mid-morning to find the electric fence disconnected at the eastern end
and lying on the ground as per this photo evidence.
We don’t know who
was responsible, but
it does mean that
someone left the
runway wide open
to being seriously
damaged if stock
had come into the
field. Thus if you
are the last one at
the field, please
take a look behind
you as you leave
and ensure that all
of the fences have been put back up as they should be. Please double
check there are no standards lying down, or handles not connected or
tape shorting out.
This is not acceptable.
Please check all fences
and gates if you are the
last one to leave

Only by checking can we
minimise the risk of the stock
getting onto the field… and
as we’ve seen in the past,
they will do untold damage.
Here’s a photo from our last
breakin in 2017 to remind
you of the damage that can be
caused
and we don’t want to see this
happen again.

This is what can happen when stock
gets in. Not good !
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Finally, it with sadness that I must acknowledge the passing of one of
our long time members, Laurie Chrystall. Laurie has been with the Club
since the late 1970’s and was hugely involved with all things HMAC
over the years. This included serving on the Executive, helping out at
many of the club events, organising competitions and featuring at club
functions. Laurie not only built models, but also fulfilled a lifelong
dream of building and flying his own full-sized aircraft. A man of many
talents and adventures. Our dearest and deepest Sympathy’s go to Robyn
and their many family members, he will be missed.
And one other passing I must mention this month is that is of Lew
Woods from Wairarapa. Lew was a huge character in model aviation
being well known for fronting Galtech Models through the 1990’s and
beyond. Lew was a well-respected and well-known Top-dressing pilot in
his younger years, with many a hair raising story to tell if you made time
to drag it out of him. Lew was a keen modeller and will be greatly
missed by those who knew him. Our deepest sympathies go out to Jill
and Lews Family.
So on that note, make the most of every flying day and of course as
always…remember that Safe Flying is No Accident!
Cheers, Grant
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LAURENCE
CHRYSTALL
CHRYSTALL, Laurence Alfred (Laurie). On 23 July 2022 unexpectedly
at home aged 87 years. Much loved husband of Robyn. Loved father and
father in law of Debby and Warren; Tony and Cat; Steve and Larnie;
Nicky and John. Grandad of 11 grandchildren and 7 great- grandchildren.
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Aircraft I Dream About— the
Waterman Arrowbile
Bruce Pickering
As youngsters my older brother and I spent hours poring over Dad’s
Popular Mechanics magazines, marvelling at the amazing stories.
Something that always attracted my attention were the articles about
flying cars—an idea that was popular at the time. Many concepts and
suggestions were presented, without much success. As far back as 1917
Glenn Curtiss talked about the possibility of a flying car. He even built
something he called the Autoplane, but it never flew. Nevertheless, the
idea has survived until today and periodically someone produces an
interesting new prototype. But let us go back to 1937, to inventor and
aviation pioneer Waldo Waterman. Born in 1894, Waterman developed a
series of tail-less, swept wing aircraft with tricycle undercarriage, finally
leading to his flying car, dubbed the Aerobile.

Waterman made his first aircraft while still in high school. It was a
biplane hang glider, which he flew successfully on a slope near his home;
he could also take off towed by a car. In San Diego the following year,
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1910, he and a partner built a powered craft that turned out to be
underpowered and required the assistance of auto-tow to get airborne. It
was marginally successful but on one flight (the last) he crashed,
damaging both himself and the aircraft. In 1911, Glenn Curtis moved to
San Diego and Waterman attached himself to the Curtis group. A year
later he entered the University of California to study mechanical
engineering. At the outbreak of World War One he became head of a
department of the School of Military Aeronautics at the university. Later,
he was Chief Engineer at the US Aircraft Corporation, then test pilot for
Bach Aircraft. Following that he established the Waterman Aircraft
Manufacturing Company. It was not long before he was forced out of
business by the war surplus aircraft that were being dumped on the
market for a fraction of the cost of one of his machines. But this
innovative designer was not about to give up.

In 1932 Waterman produced his first tail-less monoplane—something
that he had been working on since 1911. He called his creation Whatsit.
It had a high mounted swept wing, and for the time the unusual tricycle
undercarriage. The aircraft, designed for ownership by ordinary people
and operated from the street, had a shortened fuselage and a forward
mounted trim plane. Initial testing proved Whatsit to be unstable and it
was shelved, after some modification, until 1934 when Waterman
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discovered that it met the design specifications of a government
competition for a “Model-T of the air” for the regular man in the street.
The result of reworking the Whatsit was the Arrowplane. It had a similar
layout to the Whatsit—a high wing strut braced monoplane with a blunt
nose and narrow fuselage pod, with tricycle undercarriage. Fabric
covered metal ribs were mounted on wooden spars, and at the end of
each wing were vertical stabilizers. The fuselage consisted of a metal
frame covered with aluminium. The 95hp inverted Menasco pusher
engine was mounted high in the rear of the fuselage.

Although the Arrowplane was not intended for production, or to be
operated from the street, its success in the competition encouraged
Waterman to form Waterman Arrowplane Company in 1935. The aim
was to develop the Arrowplane, now named Arrowbile, into a version
that could be operated from an owner’s road. The basic structure was
unchanged, but the Arrowbile could be driven on the road, requiring the
wheels to be engine driven and for ordinary car controls to be installed.
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For road use the wings and propeller were quickly removable, although
if desired the propeller could be left on and de-clutched to stop it wind
milling at speed. The Menasco engine was replaced by a modified
Studebaker motor placed low down in the fuselage and connected to the
propeller drive shaft by six ganged Vee belts at a 1.94:1 reduction. On
the road the engine drove the main wheels just as in a car, and the nose
wheel was used for steering. Because it was essentially a car that flew,
the interior was designed to motor car standards, with easy access and
baggage space.
To keep things simple, the steering wheel was used both on the road and
in the air. Elevons controlled pitch and bank. The rudders were
connected to the elevons, in such a way that they only moved outwards,
and in a turn only the inner rudder operated. This system had been used
on the Arrowplane to avoid a fatal spin when in a climbing turn. No
conventional flaps or airbrakes were fitted but the rudders could be
operated as brakes by simultaneously opening them outwards via a
separate control.
Production models of the
aircraft
had
several
changes to highlight its
resemblance to the motor
car. A radiator grille was
added, with a centrally
mounted headlight, as
well as a petrol filler cap
and
car-like
doors.
Studebaker was interested
in the aircraft because it
used their engine, and
they ordered five. The
third Arrowbile produced was the first of this order.
The fourth one was produced as a conventional aircraft without the
facility to operate from a road. Waterman replaced the Studebaker
engine with an air-cooled 120hp Franklin. Later he fitted slotted flaps to
the wing, and later still he replaced the braced wing with a cantilever
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structure using the wing from the un-built fifth aircraft. The final aircraft
was not completed and flown until 1957. It was modified into a threeseat version with a water-cooled Tucker-Franklin engine that had a
radiator and air scoop on each side of the fuselage. Removing the front
radiator allowed him to shorten the nose to a blunter configuration. This
aircraft eventually acquired the name Aerobile. Due to a lack of interest
only five Arrowbiles were constructed.
What about a model of the Arrowbile? Well, we have an advantage in
one respect—we frequently remove the wings of our models for
transport. The November 1970 issue of American Aircraft Modeler
featured an article with plans that can be found on the internet. The two
videos here show a lively performance from the full size one, so
maybe.....why not?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jYxDeBzM4eE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJQfWoiH9_Y
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Alan
The “nearly” completed
Cessna 208 Caravan.
Just needs the receiver put in and ready for a
test flight.
The engine is an OS 70 four stroke so should
be sufficient to fly the model. The only
problem I have is I could only fit in a 4oz tank as the one in the kit was a
10oz tank but there was no way of putting it in. I think it was only made
for electric. The booklet showed both IC motor and electric but did not
show anything about the tank..
Anyway, a very nice model to put together.

Two views of Alan’s stunning Cessna Caravan.
We look forward to seeing some flying shots next month Alan.
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Warbirds
Club Day
July 17th
Regardless of which side of the trenches you were on the battleground
was covered by dense fog up until 11.45am before it was declared that
battle could commence. Captain Gordon on the British side of the line
volunteered to lead the troops away and did so first with his Sopwith
Pup. Tally Ho.
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But after much discussion and very little action Lieutenant Lyndon set
up the BBQ for lunch and everyone sat around and had a jolly good time
what. Bravo.

Just like real war. 90% boredom 10% action
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I’m guessing most of
these aircraft made it up
at some stage
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Grant’s “Rough as Guts” P51 Mustang returns to the skies
after 2+ years
If I remember my history correctly didn’t the United States join the war
some 2 years later…
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John Dawkins with his Hurricane

A nice Sunday to be on the front line
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Warren’s Cub

__________________________________________________________
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The long awaited "Rearwin Speedster".
Mike O’Grady seen here seated on the right with Gordon Meads.
Mike was the main builder of the aircraft with Gordon lending a hand to
finish it off. Nice work gentlemen.
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The LIDL“K mart” Foamy Glider
makes it to the Waikato
Alan
After reading the Hawkes Bay Radio Flyers May and Junes newsletter
they had a write up on these gliders from K mart at $12.00 each.
Gordon, Wayne, Bernard and myself have bought two each and know
Grant, Rex and Lyndon are going to purchase as well.
Gordon was the first to get one built and he had the test flight today.
The glider flew perfectly and was able to do all aerobatic maneuvers and
also flew straight and level upside down.
Grant had a fly and was impressed with the performance.
Gordon had this to say afterwards:
“Yes the lidl plane maidened today, bloody awesome! Had 5 flights,
different people on the sticks and all liked it.
Thanks to Barrie Russell to putting us onto it & doing a lot of the initial
trial & error.
Think there haves been 8 or ten purchased around here, mine being the
first to fly.
Take a trip into K Mart and spend $12, you won't regret it!! Trust me 😉”

Gordon seen here
after the test flight.
Remarkably
the
aircraft is still in one
piece.
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They’re breeding

__________________________________________________________
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Just in case you missed club night
(A bit of something for everyone)

Place your model here
for inspection by the jury

Alan’s “nearly past the finish line” Cessna Caravan ARF
build
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Gordon’s mid sized Big
Little Stik

Lyndon’s Reno
Racing Mustang
Project. To be
fitted with a
100cc inline
twin ZDZ gas
engine

Stan brought
along parts of his
Spitfire to be
admired
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And from the “I need a trailer to get it
to the field department”

Chris Tynan having a close look at Lyndon’s Extra

Warren’s Cub getting assembled
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From the estate of Laurie Chrystall

Before Laurie’s passing he contacted me requesting to put some of his
aircraft in the newsletter for sale. Alan, Gordon and Wayne were all kind
enough to visit Laurie to take photos and list the planes you see here.
Laurie was to be contacted directly but unfortunately with his passing
this is no longer possible. His wife Robyn has kindly given her
permission for the planes below to be advertised.
If you are interested in any of them please make a fair and reasonable
offer on these models in the region of what they are priced.
The family can be contacted on 07 824 8786

Thermal Thumber vintage,
wingspan, Saito 50FS $200

1930mm

High-wing trainer, 1670mm wingspan, OS
46L, servos $150
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Harvard, 1800mm wingspan, Thunder
Tiger 91FS, retracts, servos $350

Pitts Python, 1070mm wingspan, foam,
electric motor and ESC, servos

Dewoitine 520, 1800mm wingspan, ASP
91FS, flaps, retracts, servos $350

Porterfield, 2000mm wingspan, OS 70FS,
servos $250
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P 47, 1780mm wingspan, Thunder Tiger
130FS, flaps, retracts $450

P 40, 1650mm wingspan, no motor or
servos $100

Nieuport 28 built from ¼ scale Balsa USA
kit, 23cc petrol, servos $600

Flying Aces Stick built from KMAC plan,
Royal .46, servos $100
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Stinson Sentinel ¼ scale built from Vailly plan, 2540mm wingspan,
23cc petrol $400
__________________________________________________________

Parting Shot

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u
Ub7ZKtzbhI
Heard of Gernot Bruckman ? No ? If not watch the following video clip
and be prepared to be amazed.
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Coming Events 2022
What’s On, When and Where
August 2022
• HMAC Float Plane Day @ Lake Kainui (CONFIRMED)
August 7, 2022 9:00 am - @ Lake Kainui (Lake D) Lake Road, Horsham
Downs
• HMAC Club Night Meeting
August 10, 2022 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
• HMAC Monthly Themed Fly-in – Fun Fly Tasks
August 14, 2022 10:30 am @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road,
Hamilton

September 2022
• LMANZ Large Model Rally - Taupo
September 10 – September 11, 2022 @ Taupo MAC, Centenial Drive, Taupo.
Contact brodieana@hotmail.com
• Vintage Competition and Rally
September 10, 2022 9:00am – 4:00pm (Raindate 17th) @ Airsail MAC,
Pukekawa
• HMAC Club Night Meeting
September 14, 2022 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms,
68A Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)

October2022
• HMAC Float Plane Day @Lake D (confirmed)
October 2, 2022 9:00am @ Lake Kainui (D), Lake Road, Hrsham Downs
• HMAC Club Night
October 12, 2022 7:30pm @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
• Waharoa Warbirds Fly-In
October 15, 2022 –October 16, 2022 @ Matamata-Piako MAC, Jaggers Road,
Waharoa (Matamata)
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Please refer to the clubs website for any
cancellations to programmed events
Next Flight Lines September 2022
September Newsletter deadline – Wednesday 7 September 2022

For further up to date event info please visit:
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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